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ABSTRACT

Since the adoption of the UN Charter, an unending debate concerning the permissible exceptions to the use of force prohibition has filled the pages of countless law reviews. The resulting legal regime, the jus ad bellum, has become increasingly strained as the international community faces new threats and encounters unforeseen scenarios. The post-war legal architecture is, so the debate goes, either insufficiently enabled to address contemporary challenges or consistently undermined by actors who seek exceptions to the strict limits placed upon state conduct. Debates regarding different instances when force is used exhibit a predictable pattern. Those that wish to limit the scope of the permissible use of force by states (minimalists) offer legal arguments that emphasize the importance of adhering to a strict reading of the UN Charter. Responding, those that support broadening the instances in which force is permissible (expansionists) provide moral arguments that stress the need to bridge the gap between what the law says and what is required to ensure a just international society. This Article identifies a significant shift in the structure of this debate. Following the controversial airstrikes by US, French, and UK forces in Syria, proponents of an expansionist approach have moved from pursuing moral arguments about the necessity of armed intervention to embracing argumentative techniques that attempt to nullify minimalist apprehensions. The Article describes three forms of emergent expansionist arguments that have altered the traditional form of expansionist claims. Each instance suggests that good-faith expansionist efforts to ensure the legitimacy of the ad bellum regime are undermined by this emerging argumentative prioritization. The Article concludes by proposing reversion to a form of legal argument that accentuates moral implications and positions international law to maintain its
relevancy by effectively contributing to the redress of many of the most consuming challenges that face a nonideal world.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In February 2018, Bashir Al-Assad began an offensive to reclaim the Damascus suburb of Eastern Ghouta. Week after week, the Syrian military conducted airstrikes. Barrel bombs and cluster munitions devastated residential neighborhoods that were home to nearly four hundred thousand.¹ By the end of February, human rights monitors
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reported that well over five hundred people had been killed. At least 120 were children. Thousands more were injured. Hospitals and other medical facilities were targeted. Amnesty International announced that civilians were trapped in a “daily barrage of attacks that [were] deliberately killing and maiming them, and that constitute flagrant war crimes.” UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres described Eastern Ghouta as “hell on earth.”

As the fighting peaked and the death toll rose, the Security Council adopted a resolution (Council Resolution 2401) demanding that all parties to the conflict allow a “durable humanitarian pause for at least 30 consecutive days.” The ceasefire resolution followed years of Security Council paralysis. Since the earliest stages of the Syrian civil war, Russian officials had pledged to veto any attempt by states to seek Security Council authorization to intervene.

The thirty-day humanitarian pause failed to curb the ceaseless violence. In the two weeks that followed the adoption of Council Resolution 2401, more than a thousand were killed. Then, on April 7, 2018, the Syrian Government deployed chemical weapons in Douma. The World Health Organization reported that well over five hundred people had been killed. At least 120 were children. Thousands more were injured. Hospitals and other medical facilities were targeted. Amnesty International announced that civilians were trapped in a “daily barrage of attacks that [were] deliberately killing and maiming them, and that constitute flagrant war crimes.” UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres described Eastern Ghouta as “hell on earth.”

As the fighting peaked and the death toll rose, the Security Council adopted a resolution (Council Resolution 2401) demanding that all parties to the conflict allow a “durable humanitarian pause for at least 30 consecutive days.” The ceasefire resolution followed years of Security Council paralysis. Since the earliest stages of the Syrian civil war, Russian officials had pledged to veto any attempt by states to seek Security Council authorization to intervene.

The thirty-day humanitarian pause failed to curb the ceaseless violence. In the two weeks that followed the adoption of Council Resolution 2401, more than a thousand were killed. Then, on April 7, 2018, the Syrian Government deployed chemical weapons in Douma. The World Health Organization reported forty-three deaths from
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symptoms consistent with “exposure to highly toxic chemicals.” 9 States rushed to condemn the attack. The Secretary General added that “[a]ny confirmed use of chemical weapons, by any party to the conflict and under any circumstances, is abhorrent and a clear violation of international law.” 10

The United States, France, and the United Kingdom deployed force against Syria. On April 14, British, French, and US forces launched upwards of one hundred missiles at a research center in Damascus and at a weapons storage facility and command post near Homs. 11 As in 2017, when the United States conducted airstrikes against Syrian targets following an earlier chemical weapons attack by Al-Assad, the resulting use of force occurred absent Security Council approval. Nikki Haley, then the US Ambassador to the UN, claimed that “when the United Nations consistently fails in its duty to act collectively, there are times in the life of states that we are compelled to take our own action.” 12

The international legal response followed a familiar pattern. Largely, legal scholars agreed that the US-led airstrikes violated international law. The undertaken military action disregarded the prohibition on the use of force contained within Article 2(4) of the UN Charter. 13 A notable number of states, explicitly or implicitly, condoned the airstrikes as politically necessary and, in select instances, as legally warranted. 14 Legal questions arose, and the


12. Id.


events in Syria became a new episode in an ongoing discourse regarding the *jus ad bellum* regime.

Since the formulation of the modern *ad bellum* framework in 1945, the accompanying legal discourse has shifted from early doubts questioning the relevancy and durability of the prohibition on the use of force. Though some continue to contend that each controversial use of force further contributes to the prohibition’s redundancy, this Article addresses the contemporary manifestations of the *ad bellum* debate that instead consider how best to promote the legitimacy and efficacy of the Charter-based regime. Within these debates, efforts to ensure against the regime’s erosion diverge. Opposing contestations situate between two broadly conceived camps—minimalists and expansionists. Each grouping covers significant ideological and theoretical grounds; they both present responses to the unaddressed challenges that face the *ad bellum* regime when the collective security system fails to meet its founding ideals.

The minimalist camp believes that strict doctrinal adherence to the UN Charter’s prohibition on the use of force is necessary to ensure validity and to prevent abuse. Advocates resist departures from, or expansive readings of, the narrow exceptions to the use of force; they insist that the four corners of the Charter are fixed. Antithetically, the expansionist camp holds that the *ad bellum* regime is threatened by a schism between the dictates of reality or moral necessity and a formalist interpretation of the law limiting or prohibiting the use of force. In contrast to minimalists, expansionists may either posit a reformist claim that an action occurring beyond acknowledged *ad bellum* limits should be permissible or work to bring the proposed action within the boundaries of legal permissibility by advocating for a broad conception of where the four corners of the Charter situate. Issue-specific *ad bellum* debates that include the use of force against nonstate actors, around the permissibility of preemptive self-defense,

---
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and concerning the legality of humanitarian intervention reflect this discursive dichotomy.

This Article is about a contemporary shift in the argumentative form that is assumed by the expansionist camp. Prominent expansionist claims are drifting from the normative foundation that traditionally supports the expansionist appeal. Three types of justifications are identified that are expressive of an emergent “new expansionist” argumentative form. The first invokes rules-based justifications that appeal to the Charter regime. Citing the example of unilateral humanitarian intervention (UHI)—an instance in which a proposed use of force is not contemplated by the relevant Charter provisions—this new expansionist argument attempts to frame a proposed humanitarian action as existing within a traditional use of force exception. The second exhibits arguments that present narrow or limited justifications to permit a particular use of force. This is observed through recent contentions by states and scholars that support military responses to the use of chemical or biological weapons (CBWs). These arguments permit the use of force in response to a specific incident rather than supporting a broad intervention following a general humanitarian catastrophe. The third features procedural justifications. These appeals validate ad bellum claims through expansive invocations of the collective security regime.

This Article suggests that each of the identified forms reflect, and are constructed to respond to, the prominence of minimalist reasoning within the international legal discourse regarding the use of force. These new expansionist arguments attempt to reach broader audiences by prioritizing those features of their legal claims that are designed to address prevalent minimalist objections. Each implies that something—such as a limited right to UHI or the ability to forcefully respond following the use of a particular weapon—is better than nothing. This Article ponders the deficiency of this new argumentative form and suggests that it overemphasizes considerations of effectiveness to the detriment of the expansionist camp’s principal appeal—its ability to bridge the gap between the lex lata and the lex ferenda by providing a moral account of how international law can respond to the evolving demands of a contemporary international environment unforeseen upon the establishment of the modern ad bellum regime.

Emerging expansionist claims, by states and scholars alike, increasingly prioritize the nonnormative features of their legal argument. This may facilitate an immediate objective, it may defend the necessity of a particular use of force, but it raises subsequent questions about the argument’s ramifications. Throughout, this Article suggests that justifications of expansionist claims that reference particular circumstances or predetermined criteria, and fail to reflect
general principles, are imprudent and undermine the legitimacy of the \textit{ad bellum} regime. This recalls Alan Buchanan’s suggestion that violations of fundamental rules of existing international law, such as the prohibition against preventive war and against any use of force that does not qualify as self-defense and lacks Security Council authorization, are irresponsible, unless they are accompanied by a sincere effort to construct superior international legal structures to replace those they damage or render obsolete.\footnote{Allen Buchanan, \textit{Justice, Legitimacy, and Self-Determination: Moral Foundations for International Law} 441 (2004).}

This Article does not suggest that every expansionist claim include a complete reformist account or provide a full theory of international law.\footnote{See, e.g., Cass R. Sunstein, \textit{Incompletely Theorized Agreements}, 108 Harv. L. Rev. 1733, 1746 (1995).} Yet good-faith claims that wish to ensure the efficacy and legitimacy of the \textit{ad bellum} regime are most effectively advanced when they reflect the normative allure that distinguishes expansionist appeals from alternative readings of the \textit{jus ad bellum}.\footnote{On the importance of such, see, e.g., Andrew Hurrell, \textit{Legitimacy and the Use of Force: Can the Circle Be Squared?}, 31 Rev. Int’l Stud. 15, 25 (2005).} New expansionist appeals, described throughout the subsequent Parts, become maladaptive to their professed purposes if they fail to ground specific pronouncements in an assessment of how the expansionist claim promotes a more just conception of international law. To avoid deviating from the distinctive normative structure that traditionally informs expansionist claims, the Article suggests that the expansionist objective—that is rendering the \textit{ad bellum} system workable—is most effectively pursued by emphasizing moral considerations while providing legal assessments. This better situates an \textit{ad bellum} response that both exhibits the strengths of expansionist claims and mollifies the apprehensions shared amongst minimalists.

In so doing, this Article does not assess the legality or wisdom of any particular \textit{ad bellum} assertion. Instead, it considers the structure of the arguments that undergird issue-specific legal claims. Part II traces the post-war emergence and divergence of the minimalist and expansionist camps. Despite seemingly contradictory readings of the UN Charter and the \textit{ad bellum} regime, this Part positions both camps as promoting contradictory approaches that are each intended to achieve a common objective. Here, the Article considers how the \textit{ad bellum} debate has evolved and, specifically, how the expansionist camp has evolved in response to these debates. Part III details contemporary and emergent manifestations of the resulting discourses. It documents the increasing prevalence of rules-based, narrow or limited, and procedural justifications that accompany the use of force. And it
describes how these emergent approaches blur the distinction between two separate notions of legitimacy in a manner that undermines the expansionist camp’s traditional appeal. Part IV responds to these concerns. It offers a normative account that is intended to reflect the internal coherence of the expansionist ad bellum claim. Moral considerations, those appeals that reflect the purported necessity of force and constitute the normative core of expansionist claims, are grounded in a standard of global justice. Legal assessments, the feature of the expansionist claim that describes where the proposed action fits within the ad bellum framework, articulates a standard of legal soundness. This does not suggest that an effective expansionist claim must follow a prescribed formula. Instead, an account is presented that reemphasizes the purported purposes and priorities that motivate expansionist claims. Part V concludes.

Divergence from black-letter adherence to the ad bellum regime will always entail significant costs and present considerable risks. The strongest justification for incurring these costs and accepting these risks remains the contention that acceptance is less onerous, less perilous, than the costs and risks incurred by failing to address the dictates of reality or the demands of morality. Expansionist arguments that endeavor to amend the balance between the permissibility and prohibition of force—to ensure legitimacy, to provide adaptability, to better defend or more effectively protect—are contingent on their ability to persuade that deviation is required from something as sacrosanct as the prohibition on the use of force, must remain grounded in a strong normative rationale. When attempting to navigate a dysfunctional ad bellum regime, where realpolitik and the national interest so often guide international reactions, when the fear of inaction to an emerging threat or to an ongoing atrocity gives way to demands for action, it is tempting to preference any legal rationale that will facilitate a desired response. However, despite these demands and devoid of a strong, clearly articulated normative basis, something is not always better than nothing.

II. THE EVOLVING JUS AD BELLUM DEBATE

The modern ad bellum regime disrupted the assumption that war was an unfettered sovereign right, that war was an unregulated fact of inter-state relations. From its antecedents in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the UN Charter formalized the legal regulation of force.22 Article 2(4), the cornerstone of the contemporary ad bellum regime, instilled the presumption that uses of force by states

were prohibited. Exceptions to the prohibition were delineated. The Charter restricted the use of force to instances of Security Council approval under Chapter VII and to the right of individual and collective self-defense as per Article 51. In response to a threat to, or breach of peace, the Charter empowered the Security Council to undertake collective security measures that included the use of force.

Notwithstanding the confident rhetoric accompanying this most comprehensive iteration of the *ad bellum* regime, the Charter’s flaws were soon identified. The Security Council became associated with inaction. It failed to facilitate productive relations amongst the major powers and became subject to Cold War politics and international apathy. Occurrences of state aggression and instances of Security Council passivity heralded prognostications of the *ad bellum* regime’s demise. Ensuing debates considered whether the post-war efforts to formalize a legal framework governing the use of force maintained relevancy. Article 2(4) would, however, endure. Despite periodic violations, the norm prohibiting the use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of another state would crystallize under customary international law, achieve *erga omnes* status, and become the definitive tenet of the international order.

The *ad bellum* regime’s enduring relevancy did not, however, equate to confidence in its operationalization. Perceived as cumbersome and ineffectual, the *ad bellum* regime was understood as either too slow or unable to address the evolving nature of conflict and the emergence of new threats. It was assessed as ill-equipped to effectively regulate “certain types and instances of recourse to force, especially in relation to the recourse to force by non-state actors.”

Despite broad acceptance of the Charter’s legitimacy and the fundamental premise of the *ad bellum* regime, the legal and political questions raised by various use of force scenarios caused strain. Agreement concerning the appropriate recourse remains elusive. Those committed to the legitimacy of the *ad bellum* regime diverge on the necessary means both to ensure the Charter’s continued relevancy and to maintain its objectives of “saving succeeding generations from

---

the scourge of war” and “reaffirm[ing] faith in fundamental human rights.”  

A. A Schism in the Emergent Ad Bellum Regime

The Charter’s aspirational tone, its narrow formulation of the ad bellum regime, is strained by the worst impulses and perils of the international community. Famously, Michael Walzer claimed that the Charter regime’s rules-based, positivist conception of the jus ad bellum constituted a “paper world, which fails at crucial points to correspond to the world the rest of us still live in.” Emergent threats and modern challenges now assume alternate forms from those that informed the post-war establishment of the ad bellum regime. Inter-state combat has become less common. Classification, and thus regulation, of armed events is more difficult as the line between international and internal armed conflict blurs. Civil war and decolonization pose questions concerning the relationship between self-determination and the use of force. The proliferation of transnational terrorist networks and the prevalence of nonstate armed groups stretch the ad bellum regime further.

A dichotomy of abandonment and devotion accompanies the Charter’s waning efficacy and the international community’s reiteration of its commitment to the prohibition of the use of force. Minimalist and expansionist responses structure the resulting treatments of the jus ad bellum. Though these approaches differ in form and substance, adherents to the expansionist and minimalist camps both endeavor to ensure the effective function of international law within a deeply conflicted and imperfect world.

In accordance with these categorizations and, as Sir Michael Wood notes, the ensuing debates regarding shortcomings in the law governing the use of force often become disputes between what the law

32. Gray notes the conflict in Korea, Vietnam, and the former Yugoslavia as examples. See id. at 88.  
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is and what the law ought to be. Observers and actors alike ask whether existing rules—readings of the Charter’s provisions and corresponding applications of the *ad bellum* regime—are sufficient to address contemporary demands or to minimize the wanton use of force. Of course, engagements with the Charter vary. Uses and users exhibit diverse motives. A state may wish to ensure a robust conception of when and under what circumstances force is allowed. Alternatively, a state or other actor may wish to confine those instances when force is permissible in accordance with the belief that a strict reading of the *ad bellum* architecture advances international stability. Alongside these legal engagements, commentators offer an array of assertions. These may be understood, at least in some part, as competing efforts to ensure the legitimacy of the *ad bellum* regime.

Tensions between the vision offered by the Charter’s drafters and the demands of a contemporary international society continue to increase. New norms have developed, and rules and exceptions have been asserted. While several norms are fixed and provide certainty, many more exist in constant flux, their status uncertain or contested. Monica Hakimi and Jacob Katz Cogan note that, in certain instances, the uses of force “that stray from these norms are still perceived to be unlawful, but such operations might be tolerated or even supported in practice.” Other norms, “are highly contested. These norms’ substantive content is so openly and heatedly debated that the credibility of the entire regime has been called into question.”

The accompanying debates assume varied forms. Our division of the *ad bellum* debate between minimalists and expansionists is but one of several articulations of the continuing discourse regarding the law that governs the use of force. Alongside substantive differences, the core of these debates exhibit contrasting conceptions of international law’s purpose and function. Scholars have presented various categorizations of these opposing perspectives. Hakimi and Cogen

---
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identify “two codes” that stem from the Charter but each possess their own procedural and substantive norms. The “institutional code” promotes a strict limitation on the use of force. It is emblematic of the structured and collective decision-making processes of international institutions in which the Security Council is the preferred arbiter. The “state code” favors a horizontal decision-making process through which states offer ad hoc responses to specific cases. Permissive norms are elevated as part of efforts to deregulate the use of force.39

Substantive debates regarding the permissibility of force may also be understood as methodological disputes.40 These occur between what Olivier Corten dubs the extensive and the restrictive approaches.41 Adherents to the extensive approach interpret ad bellum rules “in the most flexible manner possible: in this way, doctrines such as ‘preventive self-defense’, the ‘implicit authorisation’ of the Security Council, or the right of ‘humanitarian intervention’, for example, can be accepted as conforming to the rules.”42 Proponents of the restrictive approach favor a “much stricter interpretation of the prohibition, making it much less likely that new exceptions will be viewed as acceptable.”43 The result, as Corten explains, is a methodological divide. Opposing conceptions of legitimacy undergird the competing ad bellum assertions. The extensive approach “assumes that moral and other non-legal considerations will be taken into account, and emphasizes the practice of major states, which are considered better able to satisfy the demand of legitimacy and effectiveness.”44

This dichotomy may be further extended. Following the Cold War, political bipolarity eased and the Security Council reengaged in legal

39. Id. at 258.
41. Id. at 804.
42. Id. at 803.
43. Corten contrasts the works of Thomas Franck and Christine Gray as representative of these diverging approaches. See id. at 804. See generally THOMAS M. FRANCK, RECOUSE TO FORCE: STATE ACTIONS AGAINST THREATS AND ARMED ATTACKS (2002) [hereinafter FRANCK, RECOUSE TO FORCE]. CHRISTINE GRAY, INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE USE OF FORCE (Malcolm Evans & Phoebe Okowa eds., 2000).
44. Corten, Controversies over the Customary Prohibition, supra note 40, at 821.
45. Id. at 821–22.
debates concerning the use of force. An ensuing discourse, Matthew Waxman explains, emerged between “bright-liners” and “balancers.” The permissibility of a particular use of force—one that extends beyond a black-letter reading of the Charter—is either dismissed by bright-liners who promote rigid and codified rules or (potentially) advocated for by the balancers who espouse context-adaptive standards. In so doing, the bright-liners employ a restrictive methodology. This is grounded in existing texts and uncontroversial doctrine. It draws upon “clear manifestations of universal opinio juris” to support a rigorous reading of the Charter.

In contrast, balancers preference an integrative approach that bends law, practice, and values to find instances that justify the authorization of a particular use of force that has been deemed necessary.

These dyadic understandings of contemporary ad bellum debates emphasize divergent conceptions of legal methodology and doctrine. Our preferred grouping of the expansionist and minimalist approaches accentuates the role that legitimacy assumes within each camp. As these debates manifest, each camp offers a contrasting interpretation of the Charter’s limits. They contest whether the four corners of the Charter are narrowly fixed or broadly conceived.

Minimalists acknowledge that a strict reading of Charter-based exceptions discounts instances where the use of force may otherwise appear necessary. Legitimacy, they assert, will be eroded through the exploitation of an alternative, more flexible, regime that facilitates state overreach. A minimalist reading of the relevant Charter provisions is therefore the surest way to preserve the system’s legitimacy and protect against the dangers of excess.

Expansionists too endeavor to ensure the ad bellum regime’s legitimacy. They, however, diverge on the means by which this is achieved. The expansionist camp is joined by the belief that legitimacy is compromised by interpretations of international law that prohibit uses of force when it is otherwise compelled by the demands of morality or necessity. The ad bellum regime, the expansionist suggests, should gradually develop to meet evolving circumstances. This belief conjoins the expansionist camp which otherwise expresses disparate views concerning Charter rules. In certain cases, most notably in relation to UHI, expansionists acknowledge that their endorsement of the protective use of force is beyond the Charter’s limits. More often, such as in relation to the unwilling or unable doctrine, expansionists present

47. Id.
49. Id. at 192.
interpretative positions that stretch the boundaries of the Charter through justifications that portend to reflect the dictates of reality.

In this sense, the contributions of both camps are distinguishable from the more critical strands of reasoning that hold that the *ad bellum* regime is inherently flawed, that it facilitates rather than constrains the use of force by states. Instead, expansionists and minimalists acknowledge the deficiencies in the *ad bellum* regime while striving to ensure that the regime functions effectively. They recognize the challenges, the novel threats, and the unanticipated scenarios that muddy contemporary legal debates regarding the use of force. A minimalist approach that assesses the permissibility of a particular use of force, that navigates the *ad bellum* regime’s indeterminacy or incompleteness, understands that legal claims “will only be accepted as legitimate if they are based, methodologically speaking, on a reference to the relevant legal rule as it appears in the formal sources.” With similar purpose, but through divergent methods, expansionist approaches move beyond a strict reading of the Charter to suggest that a necessary use of force derives legitimacy “from the facts and circumstances that the States believe made it necessary.”

**B. Internal Coherence within the Evolving Ad Bellum Discourse**

What is broadly categorized here as expansionist arguments have, since the earliest manifestations of these *ad bellum* debates, exhibited an internal argumentative logic. Particular legal appeals are presented in response to the perception that a gap exists between how the Charter’s drafters envisioned the international legal system and the realities that followed the establishment of the post-war *ad bellum* regime. Though its responses to contemporary challenges and debates concerning the use of force vary, the expansionist camp coalesces around the belief that the *ad bellum* regime’s legitimacy is contingent upon bridging this gap. Accordingly, the traditional commencement of the expansionist contribution features substantive normative arguments. These normative appeals are most persuasive when they are grounded in a moral account. They are most convincing when they

---


present coherent, compelling, and overarching rationales of why force is a necessary response to a particular circumstance that would otherwise be deemed beyond the allowances provided by a formalist reading of the UN Charter.

The normative foundation of this core expansionist claim divides between distinct fields of *ad bellum* arguments concerning: the use of force in self-defense, the use of force to protect others, and collective security. This Article focuses on the latter two considerations. Expansionist accounts of the *jus ad bellum* push the law towards what proponents frame as a reasonableness or common-sense standard grounded in a basic appeal to morality.53 These arguments share the assertion that within a nonideal world, uncontemplated or unknown upon the Charter's drafting, contemporary events compel expansive understandings of permissibility.

Events in South-Eastern Europe renewed constitutive features of the issue-specific *ad bellum* debates that now dominate contemporary scholarship and discourse. NATO's Kosovo campaign posed various questions regarding the scope and purposes of Article 2(4) and the *ad bellum* regime.54 In the General Assembly and at the Security Council, states contested whether NATO's actions evidenced an emerging humanitarian exception to the use of force prohibition or amounted to a direct violation of the UN Charter.55 NATO had amended its strategic purpose prior to the intervention. Previously limited to collective defense, the alliance would move to ensure that the Balkans were “free from violence and instability” and would work to build “security, prosperity and democratic civil society.”56

The justification that accompanied the resulting military intervention would not, however, directly invoke a humanitarian exception. Instead, NATO members presented a series of moral and political appeals that did not include an explicit legal claim.57 The resulting events placed the question of humanitarian intervention, and auxiliary *ad bellum* discussions, at the forefront of international legal discourse. The decision of a majority of NATO members to opt against formalizing what amounted to an expansionist *ad bellum* action

---
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created uncertainty. Michael Matheson, then the State Department’s Legal Advisor, recalled that

we listed all the reasons why we were taking action and, in the end, mumbled something about it being justifiable and legitimate but not a precedent. So in a sense, it was something less than a definitive legal rationale—although it probably was taken by large parts of the public community as something like that.”

Yugoslavia proceeded to petition the International Court of Justice. Claiming that ten NATO members had breached the use of force prohibition and violated Yugoslav sovereignty, officials in Belgrade disputed the legal status of humanitarian intervention. The majority of NATO states would still not formally engage in the *ad bellum* debate. Belgium, however, provided a full legal justification of the NATO decision to use force. A moral justification served as the foundation for an expansionist *ad bellum* claim. The intervention was, Belgium submitted, an effort to “protect fundamental values enshrined in the *jus cogens* and to prevent an impending catastrophe recognized as such by the Security Council.” The threat to peace and security were referenced and forwarded alongside accounts of the unfolding atrocities. Moral assertions were grounded in a series of Security Council resolutions and recalled legal precedents. Collectively, these factors were said to evidence the Belgian claim that the undertaken humanitarian intervention was compatible with an evolving reading of Article 2(4) of the UN Charter.

Belgium’s legal response situates alongside a tradition of expansionist appeals. It provides a coherent argumentative structure that reflects the expansionist belief that the *ad bellum* regime’s legitimacy is contingent upon reducing the gap between a strict reading of the Charter and the exigencies of a contemporary event that compels international attention. Variants of this expansionist approach have long been favored by states (both in form and in substance). Predictable results followed. A litany of engagements, often

59. Michael P. Scharf & Paul R. Williams, Shaping Foreign Policy in Times of Crisis: The Role of International Law and the State Department Legal Adviser 125 (2010).
63. Id. ¶¶ 11–12.
64. Id. ¶ 12.
forwarded by powerful states, gradually broadened the conditions in
which the use of force was claimed as permissible.\textsuperscript{65} Purportedly
humanitarian justifications were understood as a means to extend
narrow state interests.\textsuperscript{66} To protect against overreach, to safeguard
from abuse, a preponderance of international lawyers offer minimalist
responses to expansionist claims.

The minimalist camp suggests that the language of
reasonableness or sensibleness risks becoming apologetic. It
contributes to a vague legal regime, defined by indeterminacy and
susceptible to state manipulation. Proponents of the expansionist camp
acknowledge the tension between the provision of what they consider
to be the latitude necessary to address emerging needs and the
potential that states may abuse this latitude. In response, the
expansionist camp articulates conditions that purport to restrict
potential abuse. These measures become a means to address
minimalist concerns. It is, of course, necessary to engage with one’s
detractors. However, a series of recent expansionist \textit{ad bellum} appeals
exhibit the potential shortcomings of emphasizing a response to the
minimalist critique rather than establishing the normative
foundations of the expansionist claim. As these argumentative
structures manifest through issue-specific \textit{ad bellum} debates, more
recent iterations of the expansionist appeal have subtly shifted to
increasingly display a novel argumentative form.

\section*{III. The Emerging Expansionist Form}

Considerations of an argument’s utility, its expediency, and its
efficacy reveal much about the purpose and function of international
law. Recently, prominent expansionist offerings have drifted from their
traditional normative structure. These new expansionist appeals—
that profess to better maintain the legitimacy of a workable \textit{ad bellum}
regime—have begun to favor assessments of effectiveness over
normative articulations. They prioritize responses to minimalist
concerns while relegating the need to adhere to the traditional
expansionist argumentative form. As the following sections
demonstrate, within contemporary debates regarding the use of force,
this evolving expansionist form preferences legal appeals that provide
rules-based justifications that appeal to the Charter, express a narrow
or limited justification, and/or forward a procedural justification. By
abandoning or deemphasizing the expansionist camp’s internal
normative logic, this emergent argumentative form risks becoming

\begin{footnotes}
\item[65.] See generally D’Aspremont, supra note 16.
\item[66.] See generally Anne Orford, International Authority and the
Responsibility to Protect (2011).
\end{footnotes}
myopic or ad hoc. These arguments neglect or relegate what should be, and traditionally has been, the principal evaluative criterion of the expansionist camp—its ability to offer a compelling normative argument that bridges the lex lata and the lex ferenda through legal appeals that respond to shifting realities and the corresponding need to act in self-defense or in the defense of others.

A. Rules-Based Justifications that Appeal to the UN Charter: The Case of Humanitarian Intervention

The distance between the expansionist and formalist camps is greatest in relation to the question of unilateral humanitarian intervention (UHI). Debates accompanying various military forays—in the Balkans, Sierra Leone, Libya, and Syria—offer a blend of legal, moral, political, and pragmatic appeals. The ensuing discourse has become the paradigmatic example of ad bellum considerations that assess the appropriateness of the use of force as a means to defend others. These debates are set against an unforgiving backdrop. Instances of genocide and mass atrocities, as Alex Bellamy tells, end either when the perpetrator succeeds or is forcibly prevented from continuing to kill.67 The resulting debates regarding the legality and suitability of UHI commonly occur beyond the four corners of the UN Charter. Adjacent ad bellum debates, those concerning the use of force against nonstate actors or in preemptive self-defense, dispute the allowances that Charter formulations permit.68 These expansionist appeals attempt to pacify minimalist concerns by assuring opponents that permissive readings remain grounded in an established use of force exception. Such parallels usually do not extend to the case of UHI.69 Accordingly, with the elevation of state interest, the potential for the abuse of a vague legal regime is greater than in instances when (expansive) state actions are grounded in the Charter.

The moral case for UHI is nevertheless compelling. Good faith appeals to a norm permitting the use of force in the defense of others

promises to alleviate the most horrific occurrences of human suffering. It compels fervent debate that spreads through emotive pleas that move the general public and the international community alike. Furthermore, moral deliberations, international criminal law, and the domestic regulation of the individual use of force all accept the defense of others as a permissible exception that parallels self-defense allowances. Yet proponents of UHI are unable to ground their expansionist ad bellum appeal in language derived from the Charter. As Kevin Jon Heller details, the drafting history of Article 2(4) explicitly conveys that the prohibition on the use of force is without exception but for those permissions contained within the Charter itself. Continuing, Heller reminds that UHI fails to find the required legal exemption. Definitionally, UHI is unauthorized by the Security Council, it occurs absent the consent of the territorial state, and it does not follow an armed attack against the state using force.

As with additional use of force debates, the opposing camps contest the legitimacy and relevancy of the ad bellum regime. The formalist camp emphasizes that the Charter does not contain any basis to support UHI. Its proponents accentuate the risk of abuse—both historical and contemporary—by states pursuing self-interest under the guise of humanitarian values. Expansionist appeals accentuate the gravity of the triggering atrocity. Louis Henkin, for example, begins by establishing the emotive facts of the Kosovo case—citing massive human rights violations, the commission of crimes against humanity, and instances of genocide—as the basis for intervention. By elevating morality-based considerations above what they frame as an unworkable reading of international law that unduly prioritizes anachronistic conceptions of sovereignty and order, expansionists appeal to the post-Holocaust pledge of “never again” and the moral imperatives that compel intervention. These arguments depart
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significantly from black-letter legal claims. Instead, UHI’s most influential endorsements provide *lex ferenda* appeals that reflect the gravity of the underlying atrocity, the necessity of intervention, and the belief that the use of force constitutes a last resort.\(^77\)

Informed by the Kosovo fact pattern and now inspired by atrocities in the Levant, the new expansionist approach endeavors to appease the minimalist camp’s enduring apprehensions. Though the Kosovo case raised the prospect of the normative and legal recognition of UHI, interventions in Iraq and Libya cast a long shadow upon military undertakings that offered humanitarian overtures and promised to produce local transformation and global stability.\(^78\) Subsequently, the minimalist position has been widely embraced by the international legal community.\(^79\) The first form of the new expansionist argument must contend with an unwelcome empirical record. In response to prominent minimalist concerns, proponents of an expansionist approach increasingly offer rules-based justifications that purport to limit and guide a proposed UHI by employing a vernacular that resembles existing legal regulations contained within the UN Charter.

In 2013, British Prime Minister David Cameron proposed to Parliament that the United Kingdom join the United States and consider military action in response to Syrian atrocities.\(^80\) In support of the proposed action, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) provided a detailed legal analysis of UHI.\(^81\) This traced a similar argumentative line that UK officials had presented in support of NATO action in Kosovo and when imposing a no-fly zone in Iraq during the
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1990s. The FCO contended that if the Security Council is unable to act, international law permits the use of exceptional measures to avert a humanitarian catastrophe if

(i) there is convincing evidence, generally accepted by the international community as a whole, of extreme humanitarian distress on a large scale, requiring immediate relief; (ii) it must be objectively clear that there is no practicable alternative to the use of force if lives are to be saved; and (iii) the proposed use of force must be necessary and proportionate to the aim of relief of humanitarian need and must be strictly limited in time and scope to this aim.

The British employ an argumentative technique that supposes legality in instances when a proposed UHI satisfies predetermined criteria. This aligns with what Ashley Deeks terms multipart tests. When Security Council authorization is unlikely, safeguards and tests are employed to “structure and assess state uses of force in nontraditional contexts.” The British application of evaluative factors maintains consistency with traditional expansionist appeals. By requiring evidence of extreme humanitarian distress that demands immediate relief, the FCO’s articulation ensures the expansionist camp’s normative structure. However, Deeks emphasizes that the efficacy of a multipart test is contingent on its ability both to limit the discretion provided to the state intending to use force and the test’s ability to track the Charter or a customary ad bellum rule. This assessment drifts from the normative appeals to gravity and necessity that have structured past expansionist contentions. It reflects an increasing reprioritization by the expansionist camp that foregrounds considerations of effectiveness and prioritizes the ability to appease minimalist concerns by anchoring expansionist claims in an appeal to the rule of law that reflects Charter conditions.

The protagonist of this emergent expansionist approach, Harold Koh, articulates a six-part test that is positioned as both narrower and wider than conventional expansionist endorsements of UHI.
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(1) If a humanitarian crisis creates consequences significantly disruptive of international order—including proliferation of chemical weapons, massive refugee outflows, and events destabilizing to regional peace and security—that would likely soon create an *imminent threat* to the acting nations (which would give rise to an urgent need to act in individual and collective self-defense under U.N. Charter Article 51);

(2) a Security Council resolution were not available because of persistent veto; and the group of nations that had persistently sought Security Council action had *exhausted* all other remedies reasonably available under the circumstances, they would not violate U.N. Charter Article 2(4) if they used

(3) *limited force for genuinely humanitarian purposes* that was necessary and proportionate to address the imminent threat, would demonstrably improve the humanitarian situation, and would terminate as soon as the threat is abated. In particular, these nations’ claim that their actions were not wrongful would be strengthened if they could demonstrate:

(4) that the action was *collective*, e.g., involving the General Assembly’s Uniting for Peace Resolution or regional arrangements under U.N. Charter Chapter VIII;

(5) that collective action would prevent the use of a *per se illegal means* by the territorial state, e.g., deployment of banned chemical weapons; or

(6) would help to avoid a *per se illegal end*, e.g., genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, or an inavertable humanitarian disaster, such as the widespread slaughter of innocent civilians, for example, another Halabja or Srebrenica. 88

Koh’s proposed criteria diverge from the traditional justifications and tests that supplement endorsements of UHI. 89 Gravity, so often the cornerstone of the expansionist appeal, goes unmentioned. Where the United Kingdom began its justificatory approach by demonstrating “extreme humanitarian distress,” Koh prioritizes the requirement that the humanitarian crisis creates a situation of imminent threat to the acting state. 90 Koh links the proposed UHI to the Charter exception of individual and collective self-defense. This unorthodox approach fails to establish a satisfactory nexus between considerations of self-defense and the normative reasoning that would (potentially) support UHI. The suggested requirements of international disruption and a (perceived) threat to the intervening state(s) risk facilitating claims that are more self-interested than humanitarian. The principle of political neutrality—the establishing criterion often presented to limit state misuse—is rendered meaningless by an argumentative structure
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that replaces the requirement of impartiality with an appeal to direct benefit.  

Koh attempts to bridge the gap between Charter exceptions and UHI. Perhaps motivated by the sense that something is better than nothing and a desire to limit the instances when the expansive use of force is permissible, Koh’s account amounts to a good faith promotion of humanitarian values. However, features of the proposed criteria undermine the internal logic of the expansionist approach. If considerations of gravity and impartiality provide normative weight, if they persuasively establish the necessity of responding to an ongoing atrocity, then imposing a criterion that elevates the narrow interests of, or the perceived threat to, the intervening state is irrelevant. Koh’s approach gives undue weight to explanations that tell of why a state elects to intervene in a specific case despite a general reluctance to do so. The desire to impose limiting criteria provides a sensible means to address minimalist apprehensions. It may even be empirically warranted. However, Koh’s failure to require support of the proposed intervention through normative justification undermines expansionist coherence. It is difficult to imagine a plausible argument, distinct from a separate Article 51 justification, which allows humanitarian intervention in response to genocide only if the motivating atrocity also poses an imminent threat to the intervening state. Though such reasoning attempts to accommodate the well-established apprehensions of detractors, abandoning the internal logic, moral appeal, and normative strength of the expansionist form risks exacerbating, not allaying, minimalist concerns.

Koh’s proposed criteria further exhibits features of the new expansionist form. The fifth criterion—the supplementary requirement that collective action would prevent the use of a per se illegal means by the territorial state—such as the deployment of chemical weapons—is increasingly featured in expansionist appeals. These narrow or limited justifications commonly undergird the arguments offered by states and scholars in support of using force in scenarios that purportedly blend humanitarian and defensive considerations.

B. Narrow or Limited Justifications: The Case of a Chemical Weapons Exception

Narrow or limited justifications respond to minimalist concerns by reducing the scope of an expansionist appeal. The proposed use of force is offered as a reply to an exceptional event that can be qualitatively determined. Accordingly, expansionists contend that such a narrow or
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limited reading of the *jus ad bellum* facilitates a necessary course of action while reducing the indeterminacy accompanying those broader justifications that remain susceptible to overreach. Such reasoning is most prevalent in response to the use of chemical or biological weapons by a dictatorial regime. Narrow or limited justifications feature prominently within the reasoning provided by those states that used force following the deployment of chemical weapons by Syria in 2018. This form of reasoning was again displayed by the additional states that, explicitly or implicitly, supported the offensive action as an acceptable response following the use of CBWs.

States increasingly find such form of reasoning appealing. Narrow or limited justifications—such as the determination of a CBW threshold—allow the state to pursue a strategic objective in select instances but abstain from acting in other events that may exhibit greater moral urgency but provide weaker incentives to engage. Al-Assad’s use of chemical weapons evoked diverse state responses.93 However, in contrast to previous state endorsements of UHI, those nations that expressed legal or political support for the US, British, and French airstrikes offered narrow justifications.94

The United Kingdom was the first of the three states that recently intervened in Syria to provide legal reasoning. The United Kingdom initially maintained its gravity-based approach. Recalling the justificatory structure that has undergirded its past, purportedly, humanitarian initiatives and that reflects the traditional expansionist form, British officials reiterated their 2013 rationale.95 Legality was premised upon the state’s ability to provide evidence of humanitarian distress, to illustrate the absence of alternative measures, and to demonstrate the necessary, proportionate, and limited application of force. Now, however, the British departed from the encompassing notion of gravity that accompanied their decision to use force in Kosovo. British officials cited the more limited use of chemical weapons in satisfaction of the test’s gravity criterion. Their legal reasoning held that “military intervention...in order effectively to alleviate humanitarian distress by degrading the Syrian regime’s chemical weapons capability and deterring further chemical weapons attacks was necessary and proportionate and therefore legally justifiable.”96

While the British justification began by appealing to the gravity of the Syrian crisis, its turn to the specific use of CBWs was accentuated by other states. In its statement to the Security Council,
France noted Syria’s disregard for basic humanitarian principles. After citing the scope of the catastrophe, France shifted emphasis. Its Permanent Representative to the UN recalled that “the Syrian regime has been using the most terrifying weapons of mass destruction—chemical weapons—to massacre and terrorize its civilian population.”

This focus on the use of chemical weapons prioritized strategic interest above gravity-based humanitarian considerations. France declared that the use of such weapons constituted a threshold of which violation could not be tolerated. In response to the deployment of CBWs, the Syrian operation was described as compliant with the UN Charter. France noted that military action “was developed within a proportionate framework, restricted to specific objectives . . . Syria’s capacity to develop, refine, and manufacture chemical weapons has been rendered inoperative. That was the only goal and it was achieved.”

The United States did not provide a formal legal justification. However, US officials have linked the legality of the airstrikes with a requirement to stem the proliferation of CBWs. Then Secretary of Defense Mattis told a press briefing that “we worked together to maintain the prohibition on the use of chemical weapons. We did what we believe was right under international law, under our nation’s laws.”

US officials were clear that the humanitarian character of the military response and the accompanying rhetoric were subsidiary considerations. Principally, the airstrikes were a demonstration of “international resolve” to prevent future uses of chemical weapons in an unstable region of the world.

Qualified support of the attack was forthcoming from several states whose responses ranged from indirect legal acquiescence to direct political endorsement. Numerous states premised their (often
limited) reasoning on the use of chemical weapons. Prime Minister Trudeau noted that “Canada condemns in the strongest possible terms the use of chemical weapons in last week’s attack . . . . Canada supports the decision by the United States, the United Kingdom, and France to take action to degrade the Assad regime’s ability to launch chemical weapons attacks against its own people.”

Similarly, Japan’s Foreign Minister stated,

Japan’s position is that we will never accept the use of chemical weapons, we believe that in the case that chemical weapons are used, the parties who used them must be punished. . . . In this context, Japan is able to support the present determination of the United States, the United Kingdom, and France not to accept the proliferation of the use of chemical weapons, and understands these measures.

Similar responses were commonplace. Emblematic of the new expansionist approach’s prioritization of narrow or limited justifications, proponents emphasized the reduced scope of the endorsed CBW exception. Perhaps most explicitly, the Bulgarian Minister of Foreign Affairs announced,

We consider missile strikes in Syria as a one-time military operation and as an opportunity to prevent new chemical attacks. We believe that this is a one-time limited blow to bases for the production of chemical weapons. We believe that this one-off action should prevent the use of chemical weapons against peaceful citizens.

The emergence of narrow or limited appeals exhibits an outward perspective. This detracts from the expansionist camp’s internal logic and normative appeal. It cuts against the very basis and rationale that has most persuasively justified deviations from a black-letter Charter account. States that offer narrow or limited justifications may be less concerned with the integrity of the ad bellum regime or the structure
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of the arguments offered in support of the use of force. State appeals may constitute attempts to circumvent Charter prohibitions by invoking familiar legal principles like the ban on the use of chemical weapons.\textsuperscript{106} They may prioritize immediate need. Such motivations are unlikely to provide a robust or introspective evaluation of how the proposed action affects the viability of the \textit{ad bellum} regime. While there is a risk of oversubscribing intention to the positions assumed by states, this same argumentative form is increasingly prevalent amongst scholars that promote expansionist positions within contemporary \textit{ad bellum} debates.

Examples of this expansionist form divide between methodological and normative claims. Several authors interpret state endorsements of the airstrikes as evidencing a separate, specific right to intervention in response to the use of CBWs.\textsuperscript{107} Following a similar series of strikes by US forces in 2017, Michael Schmitt and Christopher Ford claimed that state practice is contributing to the crystallization of a right to intervention.\textsuperscript{108} The determinative factor, however, does not reflect the scale of suffering, but rather “the attendant suffering [that] resulted from the use of a long-demonized unlawful weapon.”\textsuperscript{109} Schmitt and Ford’s conclusion suggests that “the nature of harm should be considered as a factor to consider vis-à-vis humanitarian intervention in addition to, or perhaps even in lieu of, the quantum of harm.”\textsuperscript{110} This recalls Harold Koh’s fifth criterion, which offered the limited allowance that an intervention’s legality would be bolstered if undertaken to prevent the use of a \textit{per se} illegal means such as the use of a CBW.\textsuperscript{111}

Interpreting state responses, Anders Henriksen identifies the emergence of a limited form of intervention.\textsuperscript{112} The airstrikes against
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Syria are differentiated from traditional, broad understandings of humanitarian intervention. Instead, Henriksen argues that they serve the “more limited purpose of seeking to deter the Syrian regime from continuing its use of chemical weapons against civilians in the civil war.” Relying upon the absolute prohibition of the use of CBWs, Henricksen suggests that a norm permitting the use of force to deter chemical warfare may be in the initial stages of development. Henricksen explains that, as the resulting right to use force would grant an exception to the Article 2(4) prohibition, “such an exception should be construed as narrow as possible.”

Further normative content is provided by Andrew Bell who proposes that force may be used in response to the deployment of chemical weapons. Grounding the proposed exception in the absolute ban on the use of such forms of warfare, Bell portends that force, when exercised in response to a CBW attack, is justifiable. Support for this expansive ad bellum contention, Bell insists, is bolstered as the limited use of force can be assessed on the basis of a clear and determinate threshold. This is intended to alleviate the minimalist concern that liberal interpretations of the Charter result in the erosion of the use of force prohibition. Accordingly, Bell argues that the inclusion of a CBW threshold provides a “clear, objective, bright-line criterion.” This, Bell claims, will “do much to alleviate the concerns of R2P opponents who prioritize international stability, the strength of the international legal regime, and the protection of human rights.”

Bell exhibits an increasingly familiar trend. To assuage minimalist apprehensions regarding the open-ended, abuse-prone nature of expansive use of force claims, Bell presses the limited and determinate nature of a CBW exception. Again, this adheres to an argumentative form that turns away from its normative allure to emphasize an ability to respond to anticipated detractors. Notwithstanding the necessity of safeguards, these narrow or limited justifications fail to build upon the internal, normative coherence of the expansionist camp. They neglect the prominent role that gravity affords to the expansionist appeal. The use of chemical weapons is
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clearly illegal and the cause of great suffering.\textsuperscript{122} It is, however, difficult to articulate a coherent argument that draws upon a gravity justification and allows intervention in response to the use of chemical weapons, but not to instances of equal or greater suffering by other means.

To reiterate, the allure of expansionist claims is derived from the contention that a proposed use of force can prevent a humanitarian catastrophe. This appeals to our collective memory, one that recalls failure to prevent the Holocaust and reflects unwillingness to react to the Rwandan genocide. Gravity anchors all such insistences. A limited approach, reduced to instances when a particular form of weaponry is employed, creates a scenario in which the deaths of hundreds of civilians from the use of chemical weapons merit a different reaction, and receive a distinct legal authorization, than do the far greater amount that have been killed in Syria or elsewhere through conventional forms of force. Moving from a gravity justification towards a narrow or limited threshold will, as Marko Milanovic observed, create a limited intervention that does little for the wider humanitarian catastrophe.\textsuperscript{123} It will introduce and facilitate the strategic interests of states. The interests of powerful states are further accentuated when attention is restricted to the limitation of a particular form of weaponry that has repeatedly been described as the “weapon of the weak” and has, within several international contexts, been the subject of North–South debates.\textsuperscript{124} Ultimately, this dynamic threatens to empower those that proponents of a limited approach endeavor to restrain.

C. Procedural Justifications: The Case of Collective Security

Issues concerning collective security do not feature prominently within contemporary \textit{ad bellum} debates. This deemphasis likely reflects the relatively low number of instances in which force is used through the collective security mechanism.\textsuperscript{125} Minimalist contributions to those debates that do engage with collective security commonly adhere to the now well-trodden perspective that structures
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their approach to various other *ad bellum* issues. Adherents emphasize the four corners of the Charter. They press the need to maintain a strict reading of the articles contained within Chapter VII. They insist upon the need to ensure a strict textual reading of Security Council resolutions. Accordingly, minimalists hold that the use of force is *most* legitimate when it observes entrenched procedural processes.

Expansionists present a more complicated narrative. Rather than drawing upon substantive normative factors, the appeal of collective security stems from its unambiguous legal status and limited application. This naturally aligns with minimalist predispositions. But expansionists make limited reference to collective security. When such references are forwarded, these limited mentions commonly cite the Security Council’s systemic paralysis to evidence the need to broaden the ability of actors to use force in either self-defense or the defense of others. These traditional references do not address the collective mechanism itself or propose enhancing the scope or authority of Chapter VII resolutions. However, expansionist arguments are not completely unaffected by the persuasiveness that accompanies the legitimizing pull of collective security.

The final shift in expansionist argumentation concerns the use of procedural justifications to address the collective security process itself. This form of legal appeal is expansionist—it suggests that a particular use of force is permissible when a black-letter reading of the Charter or a plain text reading of a Security Council resolution asserts otherwise. As with previous expansionist accounts, these justifications maintain that the Charter’s limits are broader than many minimalists assume. And it is procedural—it presents a justification for a particular use of force by emphasizing a permissive interpretation of the collective security system’s authorization process. Accordingly, claims of legality are grounded in the mere fact that the decision to use force was taken in accordance with the procedural requirements prescribed through the collective security system. By elevating the legitimizing force of the authorization process, proponents minimize substantive considerations concerning the validity of the threat to peace and security.
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and narrow or limited justifications, such procedural emphasis misaligns with the traditional expansionist form.

A prominent form of these procedural justifications draws upon imprecise Security Council resolutions to provide either *ex post* or implied authorization of a specific use of force.\(^{130}\) *Ex post* or retroactive authorization occurs when a Security Council resolution is presented to retroactively justify an armed intervention. Proponents suggest that NATO’s decision to use force in Kosovo was subsequently justified through Security Council Resolution 1244 which, following the unauthorized aerial campaign, established a civilian and military presence in the former Yugoslavia and created the UN’s Interim Administration Mission.\(^{131}\) Similarly, Security Council Resolution 788—in which the Security Council commended the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) “for its efforts to restore peace, security and stability in Liberia”—was presented to provide *ex post* legal authorization following the organization’s incursion into the West African nation.\(^{132}\)

Implied (or revived) authorizations cite a past Security Council resolution to justify an undertaken or proposed use of force that lacks direct, contemporaneous approval. States read an analogous or adjacent resolution and, through permissive interpretation, assert that the past proclamation authorizes the current use of force.\(^{133}\) Following NATO’s military campaign in Kosovo, several states cited Security Council Resolutions 1160, 1199, and 1203 to infer legitimacy.\(^{134}\) However, while these resolutions condemned the excessive use of force by Serbia, they did not authorize a military response.\(^{135}\) Implying present authorization from a past permission requires the user to transpose, and often strain, both the context and language of the cited resolution. This attracts controversy. When the US-led coalition began
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its military campaign against Iraq in 2003, US, British, and Australian officials insisted that the resulting use of force received implicit authorization through Security Council Resolutions 678, 687, and 1441.\textsuperscript{136} But again, these resolutions did not contemplate the concurrent use of force. Resolutions 678 and 687 were passed at the commencement of the first Gulf War in 1991.\textsuperscript{137} Whereas Resolution 1441 recalled these earlier measures, it found that Iraq was in material breach of the imposed disarmament obligations and established a new inspections regime.\textsuperscript{138}

These past instances of \textit{ex post} and implied justification are devoid of direct Security Council authorization. Yet, these moments also tell of how procedural processes are employed by advocates of particular military initiatives to permissively suggest when and how the collective security system may authorize the use of force. They may also provide a means of assuring the validity of the \textit{ad bellum} regime. Ian Johnstone suggests that these forms of argument do, at a minimum, bolster the relevancy of an otherwise inactive Security Council.\textsuperscript{139} Johnstone and Michael Byers separately contend that ambiguity, resulting from variants of these forms of justification, can benefit international law (and, perhaps, the \textit{ad bellum} regime less directly) by “cushioning it from the effects of deep political differences.”\textsuperscript{140} While such claims reflect traditional expansionist motivations, forwarding procedural justifications to facilitate features of the collective security system risks privileging process-based considerations to the exclusion of the proposed course of action’s normative desirability.

Monica Hakimi offers a compelling vision of the \textit{jus ad bellum} that shares similarities with this emergent expansionist form.\textsuperscript{141} In so doing, Hakimi advances a further procedural claim, suggesting that processes occurring within the Security Council that fail to produce a formal resolution should nevertheless receive due consideration within resulting \textit{ad bellum} analyses.\textsuperscript{142} Hakimi presents a descriptive claim that convincingly demonstrates the significance of the identified informal processes.\textsuperscript{143} Within this account, discussions amongst Council members and resolutions that do not explicitly authorize the use of force become part of the \textit{jus ad bellum}. Often neglected by
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evaluative accounts, Hakimi demonstrates how these informal exchanges shape and define how the use of force is understood and then implemented. Informal lawmaking that draws upon “particularistic processes” are differentiated from those parts of the *jus ad bellum* that appeal to general standards of law.\textsuperscript{144} The informal processes at the center of Hakimi’s claim occur when a specific action exceeds accepted *ad bellum* standards. They occur when the informal processes confer legal legitimacy on the resulting uses of force.\textsuperscript{145} Such instances are evidenced by the processes surrounding the 2017 US airstrikes in Syria and in response to military interventions in Mali and Yemen.\textsuperscript{146}

Reactions to Hakimi’s informal process largely focus on the way that the *ad bellum* regime is conceptualized.\textsuperscript{147} Here, however, the focus is on Hakimi’s normative contribution. In response to what are framed as the limitations of the strict adherence approach, Hakimi asserts that reliance on informal processes strengthen the *ad bellum* regime.\textsuperscript{148} The resulting account is intended to address the presumptive concern that reliance on informal processes risks weakening restrictions on the unilateral use of force and may become susceptible to the attempts of states to broaden the boundaries of permissibility.

Hakimi compares informal regulation to an alternative universe that relies upon general principles.\textsuperscript{149} The informal approach is deemed preferable. First, Hakimi suggests that the alternative to informal regulation is not strict adherence, but will instead amount to circumstances in which states act without Security Council approval.\textsuperscript{150} This, Hakimi claims, will weaken the *ad bellum* regime in more significant and lasting ways.\textsuperscript{151} Second, the informal approach is presented as limiting the precedential value of specific conduct.\textsuperscript{152} And third, Hakimi tells that the informal process benefits by increasing the power of collective process.\textsuperscript{153} This curbs the impulses of militarily-engaged states that otherwise promote expansive interpretations of the *ad bellum* regime.\textsuperscript{154} Collectively, Hakimi’s account offers a compelling means to protect the collective security system that is
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premised on the belief that informal regulation can be more effective than consistent appeals to general standards.

In endorsing positions that stretch and, in select instances, exceed the boundaries of the UN Charter, Hakimi’s informal approach situates alongside emergent expansionist appeals. By prioritizing a normative response to anticipated minimalist objectives, Hakimi exhibits a principle feature of the new expansionist approach. This is consistent with the argumentative form that proponents of an expansionist ad bellum claim increasingly employ to justify their legal assertions. The implications of this position merit consideration.

Relevant expansionist contentions are moved to supplement the deficiencies of collective mechanisms or the consequences of Security Council politicization. In response they present appeals that purport to facilitate just outcomes. The procedural accounts that inform Hakimi’s preferred process do not, however, provide this requisite normative guidance. The content of the identified informal processes, intended to confer legitimacy on a particular use of force, is underarticulated. This can create scenarios in which deviations from the Charter may proceed in the absence of those strong normative justifications that traditionally position expansionist claims between what is and what ought. It is unclear how such a result, devoid of normative fodder, will tilt the persuasive balance between circumstances that require an expansive reading of the jus ad bellum and the duty to assure better substantive outcomes.

Procedures assume a highly significant role in promoting justice. However, in nearly all such instances, the identified procedure is established to provide more than pure procedural justice. It is, in nearly every instance, established to ensure due regard for substantive considerations. A pure procedural approach, employed to assess the appropriateness of a decision to use force, bears enormous consequence. The Security Council’s authorization of the use of force constitutes a near unique example of an almost absolute procedural process. Although this is a deficiency of the current ad bellum regime that requires redress, current criticism of the Security Council is motivated by the Council’s reluctance to intervene rather than the prospect of over-intervention.\textsuperscript{155} Despite many deficiencies, the Security Council provides an identifiable procedure that, when uninterrupted, will produce a decision that reflects undisputed authority. Informal processes do not. Without an external, normative framework to legitimize such processes, a clear potential exists for abuse by states that seek to legitimate a particular use of force.

Informal regulation, Hakimi suggests, is preferable to unfettered occurrences of unilateral state action that discount Security Council

\textsuperscript{155} See GRAY, 4th ed., supra note 130, at 326, 366.
primacy and deviate from general principles of international law. Nonetheless, when states act unilaterally, they lack the procedural legitimacy that accompanies Security Council authorization. There is therefore a greater prospect for reliance on traditional expansionist arguments that are based (and assessed) on the substantive moral justifications that hold that the use of force is required in response to a specific case. The promotion of an argumentative form that elevates such informal processes nullifies the core expansionist appeal. The provision of a procedural approach, to legitimize uses of force, relieves states (to a significant though not absolute extent) of a duty to provide substantive, moral, and normative justifications. It risks facilitating the pursuit of self-serving state interests.

Hakimi counters that informal regulation could be employed to blunt permissive lawmaker initiatives by states. Citing the elevation of the unwilling or unable test, Hakimi claims that accompanying informal approaches may draw upon Security Council Resolution 2249 to resist expansive articulations. This Resolution acknowledged the threat posed by the Islamic State and called upon member states to take all measures compliant with international law and the UN Charter to prevent or suppress acts of terror. However, it is unclear whether Resolution 2249 has had any effect on the acceptance or development of the unwilling or unable test. More significantly, if one recognizes the potential of informal processes to mitigate the undesirable or unduly expansionist conduct of specific states, one must also accept that the opposite outcome is possible. In such a scenario, the majority of states at the Security Council may promote undesirable ad bellum positions in a manner similar to the General Assembly which has, in certain moments, promoted controversial resolutions. If instances in which an expansive use of force is proposed or undertaken are only governed by an informal approach to the collective process, they remain susceptible to shifting political tendencies.

Each of the identified expansionist justifications—rules-based, narrow or limited, and procedural appeals—shifts the argumentative emphasis that traditionally structures and strengthens expansionist ad bellum claims. Though this emergent argumentative form has been documented through its manifestation in various use of force debates, this Article does not move to endorse either the legality or desirability of the resulting interpretations or the posited doctrines. Many of the concurrent debates exhibit an inescapable assumption. Recalling the familiar duality of apology and utopia, there is a prevalent view that
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expansionist *ad bellum* appeals are offered in the service of state interests. Commenting on the transatlantic divide, Tom Ruys and Luca Ferro observe (while acknowledging the need for a nuanced view) that while there may be a more critical attitude on the part of European legal doctrine to expansionist claims concerning the permissible recourse to force, and a greater awareness for the possibility of abuse, a number of U.S. scholars seems focused primarily on justifying US actions to the broader international community and to provide the theoretical arguments to legally underpin these actions.160

There is an abundance of fact patterns that lend themselves to such unfavorable analysis and evidence instances of state misuse. It is, however, the purpose of this Article to move beyond this apologist paradigm by reorientating emphasis on the compelling case and not the cynical application. Throughout, this Part has emphasized expansionist claims that, like their minimalist analogues, wish to ensure international law’s legitimacy and function. Though this Article suggests that the structure of the emergent and aforementioned expansionist form does not serve this end effectively, this Article does not intend to reinvent the wheel. Instead it proposes a reversion.

IV. A REVERSION TO FORM: THE BETTER EXPANSIONIST ARGUMENT

When Hersch Lauterpacht wrote his foretelling 1933 essay, *The Persecution of the Jews in Germany*, his call for a truly international response to the unfolding events appealed to “broad principles of international peace, political progress and social ethics commanding universal recognition.”161 Continuing, Lauterpacht grounded his call in the Covenant of the League of Nations. Articles 4 and 11 conferred, respectively, that the League may consider instances affecting or disturbing international peace or the good understanding between nations upon which peace depends.162 Lauterpacht told his audience that the wrongs visited upon Germany’s Jewish minority were of such magnitude that inaction compromised the international community’s moral authority.163 The existing legal architecture would not be
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interpreted to preclude an imperative demand. Inaction was indefensible so Lauterpacht derived a solution through a reading of international law that melded moral necessity with legal permissibility.164

The most compelling expansionist appeals exhibit a moral urgency that is based upon notions of self-defense or the defense of others. The structure of an expansionist claim, whether proposing an action that is beyond the limits of the Charter or forwarding a permissive conception of the Charter's boundaries, demonstrates that legal assessments reflect moral requirement. Such reasoning is neither straightforward nor will it appeal to many that are invested in ad bellum debates. States may be more responsive to fact-specific arguments grounded in considerations of effectiveness. A preponderance of minimalists hold that limiting permissible uses of force best maintains the moral purpose of the international order.165 The nature of a particular moral appeal will compel some and fail to move others. The differing moral intuitions that inform the relevant ad bellum debates are reflected in the range of considerations that dictate how competing Charter interests are appropriately balanced. However, linking the moral necessity of an ad bellum appeal to an assessment of the appeal's legal soundness emphasizes the expansionist claim's distinctive character. It proceeds on the grounds that the expansionist camp itself has established. And, it provides an arguementative structure that couples moral and legal considerations and that reflects the principle strength of expansionist appeals— their ability to provide a permissive legal response to an urgent moral need through a normative reading that bridges the lex lata and the lex ferenda.

While the content of a particular moral appeal is context specific, a structured expansionist argument can persuasively link moral considerations with legal prescriptions by grounding a Charter interpretation in (i) a standard of global justice and (ii) a standard of legal soundness. Both elements of this argumentative form are mutually dependent. Contentions, structured accordingly, do more than address the exigencies of a particular threat or offer redress to a vulnerable population. They tell of why the expansionist action serves the purposes of international law. A particular fact pattern may well compel attention. It is, however, necessary for the expansionist argument to consider the institutional ramifications of the proposed action and ground the favored response in a desirable and feasible conception designed to advance international law's purposes.166 This
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approach aligns with Richard Falk’s appeal that international lawyers contribute to the creation of a systematic framework that reflects broad norms and international consensus and that can be applied to assess proposed uses of force that strain Charter allowances.167

By structuring moral before legal considerations, adherents to the expansionist camp emphasize their most appealing deliberative feature. An account that speaks to both the requirements of justice and the necessity of legal soundness maintains the internal logic of the expansionist camp. In accordance with this logic, proponents are better positioned to delineate an interdependence between moral ends and legal means that reflect and respond to the Charter’s normative prescriptions. By conferring lexical priority upon justice or morality-based considerations—when a strict reading of the Charter delimits responses to the compelling need to ensure the defense of self or the defense of others—expansionists may offer solutions to complex problems that reflect general legal principles.

The prescribed standard of justice constitutes the normative core of the expansionist claim. It is a continuation of a long tradition whose adherents—Pufendorf, Vattel, Locke, Kant, Mill and so many others—reject realist predispositions. Instead, they insist that state relations are structured by a series of moral rules.168 Grounded in a conception of global justice, the efficacious expansionist argument articulates, and thus reinforces, international law’s moral basis as conveyed by the UN Charter’s preamble.169 It provides an account of why the expansionist ad bellum claim is in furtherance of, not a departure from, the norms enshrined through international law.

The legal soundness standard takes seriously international law’s regulatory and prescriptive functions. It recognizes the need to convey a set of discernable rules that distinguish law from purely philosophical or policy-based pursuits. Insulation against the abuse or bad faith application of expansionist arguments, so often the source of the minimalist camp’s apprehension, further motivates this constitutive standard. Considerations of legal soundness that draw upon the international rule of law—understood here as an ability to link a specific legal argument with a general principle or norm prescribed within the relevant legal frameworks—offer a standard that can merge the normative and prescriptive features of an expansionist

appeal. The proffered interpretation of these rules and principles must be plausibly conceived and exhibit coherence.

Expansionists cannot expect the benefit of the doubt. Our war-weary society possesses a healthy dose of uncertainty about the appropriateness of military intervention. It exhibits a more corrosive, but nevertheless growing, hint of isolationism. Both factors conspire to resist the moral pull of humanitarianism. The invisible college of international lawyers—conditioned by instances of abusive uses of force and quick to cite disastrous, misleading, or incomplete interventions—will continue to divide over how international law’s legitimacy is best maintained. Where a particular context—one in which a state faces a direct and violent threat to its population—may provide a prima facie justification for the use of force, the expansionist cannot assume that a compelling fact pattern alone will favor action that pushes the Charter’s limits.

Any use of force must be explained. States commonly resort to a mix of moral and legal language to articulate the reasoning that accompanies military action. The resulting use of force will, by its nature, strain an ad bellum regime that is ostensibly intended to minimize the reasons for which force is permissible. A particular use of force that pushes beyond a plain text, uncontroversial reading of the UN Charter further strains the purpose of the ad bellum regime and, if persuasive, provides an additional account of when a state may use force. It is thus contingent on the proponent of this particular use of force to demonstrate that their reading of the Charter, that their advocacy of military action, does not frustrate but instead reassures the ad bellum regime.

When Thomas Franck referenced the paradox of good law producing bad results, he envisioned instances in which adherence to a sound legal requirement, like Article 2(4), caused or allowed a morally indefensible outcome. There would be no simple solutions. Franck noted that exceptions to otherwise desirable legal rules risk undermining law’s claim to legitimacy which is, in part, contingent on consistent application. Equally, however, law’s legitimacy erodes if legal adherence produces indefensible consequences. The worst
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impulses of international society frequently mount frontal challenges that push society to question law’s function. Yet the killing fields and the mass graves that document the twentieth century’s most egregious atrocities have been credibly cited both in support of and in opposition to expansionist interpretations of the ad bellum regime.\textsuperscript{177}

The tension between strict adherence to the wording of the ad bellum regime and interpretative approaches that respond to conditions on the ground are inescapable. Disassociating legal and moral considerations may allow (many) international lawyers to avoid engaging with the corollary between adherence and outcomes, but it does little to shield international law from the consequences of Franck’s paradox. Both minimalists and expansionists make a choice. When proponents of an expansionist approach seek to preserve the legitimacy of international law by reconciling legal prescriptions with the demands of a nonideal world, their contentions maintain consistency and coherence with their professed objective if they take seriously and look to meld moral and legal considerations. Such dual reasoning is, however, avoided by both minimalists who favor a strict reading of the ad bellum regime and by expansionists who promote rules-based, limited or incident-specific, and procedural justifications. The moral and the legal need not be so purposefully uncoupled.

\textbf{A. The Intermittent Relationship between International Law and Morality}

International law’s relationship with morality has been both constitutive and absent. The modern international lawyer remains largely, though not exclusively, indebted to a positivist legal tradition.\textsuperscript{178} Bound by treaty and custom, international law is understood as a social fact that is formed through a process of state consent.\textsuperscript{179} As Steven Ratner explains, while international lawyers hold strong moral convictions, these are often separated from scholarly endeavors and deemed \textit{ultra vires} to legal pursuits.\textsuperscript{180}

The contemporary division between law and morality is, however, a modern advent.\textsuperscript{181} In ancient Rome, the \textit{jus civile} and the \textit{jus gentium}...
were conceived symbiotically. From Aquinas to Blackstone, law and morality were understood as interdependent aspects of a cohesive legal system. It was not until the Reformation cast aspersions on divine interpretation and an era of European secularism heralded positivism’s dominance that morality and law were perceived as separate pursuits. Though removed from much of the contemporary international legal discourse, questions of law’s relationship with morality would again come to structure many of the great post-war jurisprudential debates.

Attempts to regulate the use of force reflect this trajectory. Nearly all efforts to regulate recourse to war accept that, in certain circumstances, when particular conditions are satisfied, the use of force may be justifiable. These considerations—determinations of what the circumstances are and how the conditions are met—historically present as moral deliberations. Michael Walzer begins Just and Unjust Wars by explaining that “for as long as men and women have talked about war, they have talked about it in terms of right and wrong.” Since antiquity, these deliberations contemplate the appropriateness of violence, the means by which force may be employed, and the instances in which war should be limited or permitted.

In De Civitate Dei, St. Augustine proffered that while war was lamentable, a “wrong suffered at the hands of an adversary imposed the necessity of waging just wars.” This prescription was both grounded in a conception of morality—Augustine contended that the only valid reason to engage in war was to preserve peace—and initiated a tradition of regulating the use of force that would develop within just war doctrine and formalize through international legal regulation from the nineteenth century onwards.

Whether forged in theology, the subject of secularization, or through formalist prescription, legal and moral considerations have long structured how we justify, condemn, and debate war. Though positivism, from the time of Hobbes and the Peace of Westphalia,
muted the formal influence of moral deliberation, this too would ebb. Moral considerations again became instructive.\footnote{191}{Franck, Recourse to Force, supra note 43, at 176.} Following the Second World War, the establishment of the Nuremberg Tribunal, and a jurisprudential shift, a moral account of international justice informed and grounded the legal prescriptions enumerated throughout the UN Charter.\footnote{192}{Id. at 177.}

The contemporary ad bellum regime repudiated an era when “notions of sovereignty and positivism meant that every state had a sovereign right, and indeed the ‘proper authority’ to initiate warfare, regardless of its cause.”\footnote{193}{See Higgins, supra note 28, at 18.} Post-war efforts to reform the ad bellum regime and redress the shortcomings of previous initiatives like the Kellogg-Briand Pact were firmly grounded in moral propositions.\footnote{194}{General Treaty for Renunciation of War as an Instrument of National Policy, Aug. 27, 1928, 46 Stat. 2343, 94 L.N.T.S. 57, 732 (entered into force July 24, 1929).} Article 1(1) of the UN Charter declared that the Organization’s basic purpose was to “maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to peace.”\footnote{195}{U.N. Charter art. 1(1).} While Article 2(4), the cornerstone of the ad bellum regime, codified the norm prohibiting the use of force in all but limited circumstances, this construction is fully understood as providing formal legal articulation to the Charter’s moral purpose.

The ad bellum regime’s moral foundation vests in the Charter’s Preamble. The preparatory section declares the determination of member states to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, to ensure respect for international law, and to promote social progress.\footnote{196}{Id. art. 2.} Collectively, these purposes offer a vision of global justice that Dag Hammarskjöld believed to be “greater than the Organization in which they are embodied, and [that] the aims which they are to safeguard are holier than the policies of any single nation or people.”\footnote{197}{U.N. SCOR, 11th Sess., 751st mtg. ¶ 4, U.N. Doc. S/PV.751 (Oct. 31, 1959).}

From inception, the Charter’s efforts to regulate the use of force were conceived as a set of broad norms that would guide state behavior. Lord Halifax, the British diplomat who led the United Kingdom’s delegation at the San Francisco Conference, explained that “instead of trying to govern the actions of the members and the organs of the United Nations by precise and intricate codes of procedure, we have preferred to lay down purposes and principles under which they are to
act.” Though Lord Halifax believed that the Charter functioned as a “living instrument” that would prescribe moral standards of behavior while providing states “freedom to accommodate their actions to circumstances which today no man can foresee,” the core of the debate between minimalists and expansionists reflects competing visions of the Charter.

Expansionists, as has been noted, embrace some iteration of the view that law is not merely a set of rigid rules. Instead, law is viewed as existing for certain ends. This is necessary, says J.L. Brierly, because “the life with which any system of law has to deal is too complicated, and human foresight too limited, for law to be completely formulated in a set of rules, so that situations perpetually arise which fall outside all rules already formulated.” When facing uncontemplated scenarios, when functioning within a nonideal world where prescribed systems of redress and protection have proven ineffectual or insufficient, expansionists identify relevant principles. These principles determine and guide appropriate actions. Brierly continues, “[l]aw cannot and does not refuse to solve a problem because it is new and unprovided for; it meets such situations by resorting to a principle, outside formulated law... appealing to reason as the justification for its decisions.”

Expansionist appeals are either normative or methodological. Normative contentions propose legal revision. These claims identify law’s insufficiencies, its blind spots, and its failures. In response, they argue what the law ought to be. Methodological contentions insist that the law is correctly interpreted in a way, and in accordance with a means, that produces a different, purportedly more efficacious, result than that which occurs through a black-letter reading of the relevant legal provision. This, as with the broader distinction between minimalists and expansionists, reflects what Frederick Schauer identifies as at the core of all jurisprudential debates—opposing
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contentions “about which sources of decisional guidance are to be treated as law.”

Expansionist claims that endeavor to ensure the ad bellum regime’s legitimacy are motivated by a normative undercurrent and the belief that a reading of the law that produces an unacceptable outcome, a reductio ad absurdum, is an incomplete reading of the law. The subsequent debates regarding the reasons and principles that justify both forms of expansionist arguments are furthered when grounded in this inherent purpose. They most consistently reflect expansionist objectives when they embrace their claim to international law’s moral purpose. The moral grounding that distinguishes expansionist arguments from minimalist claims may be articulated in various ways. The principle of global justice, however, provides a compelling standard to forward a legal argument that draws upon morality. Upon this basis, ad bellum arguments that purport to be more responsive to modern threats and better ensure the defense of self or the defense of others may be advanced and, ultimately, adjudged.

B. The Standard of Justice

Considerations of justice have moved from the domestic to the international sphere. Contemporary events—genocide and mass atrocities, the rise of and response to transnational terrorism, and the proliferation of human rights—now augment the lineage of debates that offer justice-based theories to determine when and how force may be used. Where traditional accounts present notions of international justice that afford centrality to the state, more recent contestations of global justice position the individual as the primary unit of concern. The resulting accounts of global justice provide an effective frame to advance first order moral considerations that place notions of gravity and necessity at the forefront of an expansionist ad bellum argument.

Instances of war and persecution, those moments when the use of force is applied in response to or in furtherance of a wrong, inform foundational articulations of global justice. The scope of global justice, however, exceeds assessments of the use of force. Myriad issues including poverty and inequality, wealth distribution, environmental derogation, trade regimes, and public health considerations illuminate global justice discourses. Collectively, the philosophical, legal, and
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political manifestations of these inquiries ask some iteration of the question: Can an identifiable set of norms provide a basis to measure, and ultimately advance, the structures and institutions, as well as the rights and obligations of actors, operating within the international community?208

Global justice offers a prosaic standard that places the protection of individuals at the center of \textit{ad bellum} claims.209 Conceptions of global justice differ.210 However, articulations of justice concur that a just international society is one in which the preservation of peace and the protection of human rights are afforded primacy.211 As Steven Ratner explains, “these are the first two principles mentioned in the UN Charter, the most important document of contemporary international law. They are the subject, explicit and implicit, of numerous treaties and areas of customary international law; and they guide decisionmakers in most of the great questions facing global governance today.”212

The most telling objection to expansionist \textit{ad bellum} arguments is consequentialist. Beyond the substantive merits of any particular contention, critics hold that expansionist justifications leave an indelible mark on the \textit{ad bellum} regime. The compounding implications of claims that seek to broaden exceptions to the use of force prohibition spurred Jean d’Aspremont’s assertion that the greatest threat to Article 2(4) is not willful disregard, but instead the prohibition’s disintegration through liberalization.213

This concern is urgent. It cannot be ignored by proponents of expansionist claims. Yet, the standard of global justice facilitates another form of consequentialist reasoning. The well-founded fear that a lack of circumscription undermines the \textit{ad bellum} regime can be offset by demonstrating that the demands of justice are contingent on the proposed expansionist action. As Alan Buchanan shows, the most cogent means of advancing a rights claim is to identify an interest that carries moral weight and then demonstrate why this interest demands

---
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formal protection. The efficacious expansionist argument is grounded in an account of how the proposed action is consistent with a justice-based vision of international law. The risks of expansionism must be weighed against the consequences of inaction and the proactive need to ensure the foundational interests of preserving peace and ensuring human rights.

The contours and content of a global justice framework range. John Rawls posits that determinations of justice are similar in both their domestic and international manifestations. The latter articulation of justice is, Rawls believes, contingent upon the freedom and independence of peoples, compliance with treaties and undertakings, the equality of peoples who are parties to the agreements that bind them, a duty of nonintervention, the notion that war is only advanced in self-defense, honoring human rights, observance of restrictions during the conduct of war, and a duty to assist others living under unfavorable conditions. Assessments of jus ad bellum are, in Rawls's influential nonideal account, guided by just war theory. Recalling Augustinian values, Rawls contends that "[t]he aim of a just war waged by a just well-ordered people is a just and lasting peace among peoples."

Elsewhere, Alan Buchanan moves away from the Westphalian boundaries accepted within the Rawlsian model. Buchanan offers a moral theory of international law. Described as the "natural duty of justice," Buchanan defends a minimal moral duty to ensure that all persons have access to institutions that protect basic rights. Accordingly, a moral theory of international law is structured upon an account of international law’s most important moral goals, the most persuasive reasons to support the institution of international law as a means of achieving its predetermined goals, a specification of the conditions required to ensure the moral legitimacy of the international legal system, and a justification of the substantive norms that constitute the international legal system. For Buchanan, a moral account of international law understands the foremost purposes of the international legal system to be the assurance of peace among and within states and the provision of justice.
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International law provides processes to transform moral convictions into identifiable rules and norms. To reflect the expansionist purpose and to effectively link moral intuition and legal prescription, arguments that stress the necessity of a particular use of force must demonstrate why the proposed action is necessary to further a vision of international law that is not merely desirable, but that advances the purposes conveyed through the UN Charter’s preamble. An action grounded in a moral vision insulates the ad bellum regime. Episodic ad bellum engagements may serve narrow or immediate interests. However, their singular focus fails to convey a holistic understanding of both why the action is required within the particular circumstances and how it is a necessary undertaking, consistent with or in advancement of, the just purposes of international law.

Steven Ratner provides an erudite framework to assess whether a particular norm satisfies the imposed standard of justice. A norm is evaluated based on its capacity to advance international and intrastate peace and to respect human rights. The purpose of this Article has not been to offer or endorse a particular vision of global justice. Instead, it has sought to identify a standard that expansionist arguments may apply to demonstrate the moral necessity of their claim—such an argumentative structure will better reflect the strength of the expansionist camp. While remaining conscious of the potential for abuse and embracing the overall desire to restrict those instances in which the use of force is permissible, the expansionist claim must weigh these risks against an identifiable moral standard. The persuasive appeal will be one that illustrates that the demands of morality and the legitimacy of the international legal system compel action despite well-founded reservations.

C. The Standard of Legal Soundness

An intricate body of law governs the use of force. While this Article has emphasized the necessity of structuring ad bellum arguments upon first order moral considerations, the resulting process is more than a philosophical pursuit. Expansionist appeals must be placed within an existing legal framework. It is, as Terry Nardin shows, necessary to complement moral assessments with considerations of legal appropriateness. A novel legal argument amends existing rules and replaces accepted interpretations. Nardin suggests that the proposed alteration conforms to underlying (legal) principles and
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“must not contradict the integrity and coherence” of the relevant legal system.228

The proposed requirement of legal soundness introduces similar criteria. Of course, not any moral proposition can claim legal status. Certain characteristics and identifiers must be present to advance a credible legal claim. This Article, however, resists a strictly positivist vision of international law and its sources. Instead, the proposed standard favors flexibility. This reflects Jeremy Waldron’s observation that the distinction between characterization and normativity in legal argument is often blurry.229 Recognizing that expansionist claims can either be methodological assertions about what the law is, normative contentions about what the law ought to be, or some admixture of both, this final Part suggests that a standard of legal soundness (i) grounds itself in a conception of the international rule of law and (ii) that it demonstrates coherence. While the standard of justice provides identifiable legal principles, a standard of legal soundness compels proponents to link moral assertions with legal substance.

The first criterion holds that ad bellum appeals are based in a particular notion of the international rule of law. While conceptions of the rule of law are multi-faceted, varied, and contested, Waldron demonstrates a degree of congruence amongst prevalent iterations.230 This reflects agreement that public norms should guide the exercise of power and structure debates regarding its use.231 For present purposes, this is expanded into the international sphere and suggests a straightforward understanding of the rule of law—that is, the notion that the specific legal argument demonstrates compliance with or furtherance of an identifiable legal principle or norm contained within the relevant legal architecture.

This uncomplicated articulation is, as Ian Hurd explains, better suited to the international sphere.232 Hurd demonstrates that the more intricate traditional conceptions of the rule of law are not easily transferable from the domestic to the international context.233 Instead of imposing the latter on the former, Hurd proposes an understanding of the international rule of law that is centered around adherence to principles.234 This reflects an “intellectual and political commitment”
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to the notion that state behavior is expected to conform to relevant international legal obligations. The international rule of law then manifests through the expectation that states employ the resources of international law to explain and justify their actions and decisions.

From this, one may extrapolate that to argue in accordance with this rule of law requirement one must ground contentions in an identifiable legal principle(s). The principle anchors the assertion within an existing deliberative environment. It provides a fulcrum for further assessments—legal, moral, and political—of the proffered contention. The identified principle need not advance a formalist reading of the *jus ad bellum*; such a requirement is antithetical to the expansionist camp’s orientation. It is instead reflective of a Dworkinian conception of principles that states an argumentative reason but does not necessitate a particular decision.

It is not the intention of this Article to define or limit the potential sources that may ground an expansionist contention within legal discourse. Instead, it is simply suggested that reversion to the aforementioned moral considerations provides an identifiable point of commencement. The standard of global justice—understood as affording primacy to the preservation of peace and the protection of human rights—is entrenched within international law. These standards are so prevalent within the relevant legal frameworks that Hersch Lauterpacht described the enactment of rules eliminating state violence as international law’s primordial duty.

The second criterion requires that *ad bellum* contentions exhibit coherence. This appeal to legal coherence is concerned with the content and application of the identified legal principle. Any effective expansionist argument should demonstrate a logical consistency both across propositions and in the intended and (potential) future implementation of the proposed reading. Both the underlying moral assumption and the identified legal principle that supports the expansionist claim must not profess to be *sui generis* but should instead express uniform appropriateness.
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This recalls Ronald Dworkin’s account of law as integrity.\textsuperscript{241} Coherence, for Dworkin, requires that like cases are treated alike and that the application of a particular rule is consistent with the general principles expressed by the system from which it is derived.\textsuperscript{242} Framing expansionist claims as exceptions, compelled by unique conditions, undermines the equal application requirement. A compelling moral claim is applicable both when expediency demands action and in circumstances where the assurance of justice does not convey an obvious or immediate interest on actors that are otherwise proponents of an expansionist approach.

The complications that follow the inconsistent or unequal application of (international) law are familiar.\textsuperscript{243} While consistent practice assuages the external component of the coherence requirement, its internal features merit attention. Franck demonstrates that a rule, standard, or principle gains appeal if a foundational principle conjoins the proposition with a network of other rules.\textsuperscript{244} Again, while it is not the present intention to provide a ridged account of how such arguments must be structured, it is worth recalling how the identified principle of justice—ubiquitous throughout the UN Charter and the relevant bodies of law—may serve as a lodestar for subsequent considerations and necessary features of an efficacious \textit{ad bellum} claim. It is also our hope that by structuring such claims around first, moral considerations, and second, legal assessments, good-faith expansionist assertions can better navigate well-founded concerns of abuse, erosion, and subjectivity.

\section*{V. Conclusion}

If international law is conceived as a language, supplying the vocabulary that structures legal interventions into many of the most pressing global challenges, much is dependent on how the resulting arguments are constructed. International lawyers continue to divide on whether international law prescribes the form or the content of legal appeals.\textsuperscript{245} Regardless of one’s preferred disposition, legal argument assumes a central role in the resulting discourse. This Article has
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considered the structure, efficacy, and consistency of this discourse within contemporary debates regarding the *jus ad bellum*.

Perhaps unusually, we have not assumed a position on the legality (or sensibility) of the particular use of force debates that have been documented within the preceding Parts. It is likely that we would diverge on several of these questions. We are instead motivated by the form that the underlying arguments assume. Collectively, we sense a great urgency in ensuring that international legal appeals reflect a coherent vocabulary that will allow the discipline to navigate the unanticipated and the uncertain. We believe that the role and persuasiveness of a legal appeal affects international law’s capacity to contribute to the process of redressing many of the most confounding challenges that demand international attention within a nonideal world.

If an advocate seeks to advance an international law-based claim but does not know the identity or legal predilections of the audience that will assess the claim’s validity, she can proceed in several ways. Whether in a classroom, a courtroom, or a political assembly, our advocate wishes to offer the most effective argument possible to advance a particular legal contention. To persuade the audience of the argument’s merit, she may use (i) a strictly legal argument; (ii) an argument that offers policy or moral considerations; or (iii) an ideal argument that features both legal and moral claims. However, in this instance, it is not possible to credibly advance the third type of appeal. Perhaps, the legal basis is weak. Or, the advocate may be insufficiently prepared to articulate the necessary moral or policy grounds to effectively make the claim. Denied the ideal option, we suggest that the advocate’s objective is most effectively advanced through adherence to the argumentative form that is reflective of her strengths and convictions.

Expansionist *ad bellum* appeals are unable to provide a credible black-letter reading of a Charter provision. They must work within an existing architecture that is continuously strained. To avoid stagnation, expansionists traditionally rely on moral implications and policy considerations to produce legal arguments when a formalist approach would unduly restrict what the expansionist purports is a necessary action. Thus, the expansionist is unable to employ the ideal argumentative structure. The emergent argumentative form, documented throughout this Article, foregoes the principle expansionist appeal by placing undue emphasis on legal claims that endeavor to address minimalist apprehensions. In such a scenario, the expansionist is unlikely to mollify the core minimalist concern. To fully pacify minimalist fears would be to concede the expansionist position. Furthermore, by prioritizing minimalist apprehensions, the expansionist relinquishes the moral terms that have long-structured international legal debates. Denied the ideal argumentative form,
emerging expansionist approach forgoes its normative allure and opts for an unaccustomed style that is ill-positioned to persuade on terms that reflect the strengths and convictions of the expansionist camp.

As these debates continue and evolve, as expansionist ad bellum arguments are advanced or dismissed, numerous factors will influence how legal claims are made. The nature of the threat faced and the imminence and gravity of the impending atrocity will spur calls for action. The motives of the intervening force and the prospect of success will provide reason to pause. Often these debates divide along familiar lines. They reflect jurisprudential schisms. And they are inseparable from nonlegal influences. Our purpose has been to assure the place of moral considerations within this matrix; to place them alongside considerations of power, politics, pragmatism, formalism, legitimacy, and feasibility as the international community continues to grapple with law’s role in redressing the most challenging circumstances facing a nonideal world.